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Find my family friends phone android

(Pocket-moss) - The world of Android phones is very different from the world of Apple phones. Apple aims to give you the same experience in its devices, while Android embraces diversity, with phones from different manufacturers having a very different personality - and different features. This means that the brand's personal preference
plays a big role, apart from the basic Android experience. Pricing is extremely competitive, presenting you with many choices. Here's our look at the best Android phones you can buy and the reasons why they deserve your attention. Our selection of all the best smartphones, including the ApplePocket-lintOnePlus 8
Prosquirrel_widget_233185The OnePlus 8 Pro is undoubtedly the company's most complete smartphone to date and one of the best Android phones out there. It has a large and shiny display, long-lasting and fast charging battery, IP68 waterproofing, large basic and wide-angle camera on the back, plus software that is smooth and
lightweight. There are a few things that stop this device from being perfect - the colour filter camera seems to be only there for the quadrilateral claim, the telephoto camera isn't leading and not everyone will see the benefit of a 120Hz screen. OnePlus 8 Pro review: Chasing perfectionist-moss Samsung S20+ squirrel_widget_184580The
Samsung Galaxy S series has long been the flagship to beat in the Android world. And with samsung still commanding much of the market, it's one that's easier to recommend buying in 2020. The great front display dominates the available space, with the camera with holes and punches being only a minor distraction from the otherwise
glorious display. Inside, you get all the power you might want and the efficiency to match. It is fast, fluid, works all day and has one of the most flexible cameras available on any smartphone. Samsung Galaxy S20+ review: Picking a bunch? Pocket-lintSamsung Galaxy S20 FEsquirrel_widget_2682132The S20 FE has joined the S20 family
to offer a more affordable entry point to the series. It offers almost the same specifications and performance as top models, but makes several compromises to offer a more attractive price point. These are compromises that we think are worth taking because using plastic at the back is not a huge loss and the 1080p display is a great
performer with this 120Hz refresher factor. Although there is no 3.5mm headphone socket, you get microSD, qualcomm flagship hardware (global), good speakers and waterproofing. Samsung Galaxy S20 FE review: Choosing a bunch? Pocket-llinpoO Found X2 Prosquirrel_widget_192445Oppo quickly regulated to the Western market.
He quickly its software to match more closely what the European market prefers from android phone, and now, its user interface ColorOS is very much from the mess it was. The Oppo Find X2 Pro has a stunning 120Hz OLED screen that provides resolution, color and refresh rate, while powerful hardware and solid battery innings will take
almost everything you've thrown at it. The multi-purpose triple camera system is also impressive, even if the night mode can't beat the competition. With Huawei's presence looking more dubious in Europe, it seems that Oppo has come to fight to take this place in the flagship phone space. The problem with the X2 Pro? That OnePlus 8
Pro exists for less money. Oppo Find X2 Pro review: A glittering StarPocket-llinthGoogle Pixel 4a 5Gsquirrel_widget_2709684In the Google Pixel family, it's a 4a 5G pixel it attracts. It offers the same experience as the Pixel 5, but has a larger display, has better speakers and costs less money. It misses a few things - it only offers a 60Hz
display, no wireless charging and waterproofing, but otherwise it's a great experience. It's important to get the full pixel camera work, so you can be sure that this sub-flagship phone will offer some of the best images you'll get from a smartphone and everything at a price that's hard to argue with. View Google Pixel 4a 5G: Smarter choice
than pixel 5? Pocket-lintOnePlus 8Tsquirrel_widget_3490742The OnePlus 8T updates onePlus's regular device, changing the design to be a little more for trent while offering an excellent flat display. Importantly, it is a fast and smooth flagship device, but still offers excellent value for money. The cameras still need a little work, but there's
a lot of quality in the construction. OnePlus 8T review: A fully charged Google Pixel 4asquirrel_widget_317382It may not sport a leading processor under the hood, but being able to get an almost complete Pixel experience at a fraction of the price of the full Pixel 4 is fantastic. This phone is all about lowering the price barrier, allowing you
to get to this excellent Pixel camera without needing a hefty amount of money. It runs the same clean, improved version of Android as the Pixel 4 family, and has some smart AI used to ensure that software and animations run as smoothly as you'd expect from a more powerful phone. Google Pixel 4a review: Small but mightyPocket-
lintOnePlus Nordsquirrel_widget_305633After years of climbing the price ladder with its standard and pro phone models all sporting Qualcomm flagship processors, OnePlus Nord is the first device from the company not to. Instead, Nord joins the fluctuations of mid-range phones with a Snapdragon 765 chipset under its bonnet and offers
an extremely competitive price experience. There is 5G, lots of storage, a large and fast display, fast charging and software that is liquid and clean. Its main camera is good, even if others are just a distraction. Like affordable phones, is easily one of the best phones in its price range. OnePlus Nord review: Who needs a price tag Anyway?
Pocket-lintMoto G 5G Plussquirrel_widget_273397It can be easy to ignore the Moto G 5G Plus, but it's an attractive device that offers a lot for your money, including 5G and access to the hugely popular Snapdragon 765 hardware, for excellent performance. The display is good, given how affordable this phone is, but the cameras are a
little resold, promising a little more than they can deliver. Moto G 5G Plus review: Super performance, super pricePocket-lintXiaomi Mi 10 Litesquirrel_widget_281310As on the market is up to deliver more affordable 5G phones, Xiaomi's Mi 10 Lite offers is high in scale. It has a great OLED display, the main camera is very capable, has a
decent battery life and has a fingerprint scanner under the display. You miss the microSD expansion, the software is a little bloated and the drive looks a bit with a date, but this phone delivers a leading spectrum class for its price and everything goes smoothly. Ignore the name for a moment and focus on what matters: Mi 10 Lite delivers
a class-leading specification in a completely enticing package. Xiaomi Mi 10 Lite review: 5G heavy duty 5G-lightningMoto G8 Powersquirrel_widget_184710The Moto G Power or G8 Power in the UK, may not be the most flashy, all-day dancing phone on the list, but for the money, it shows that the Moto G brand is still king of smartphone
budgets. It sits right in the budget territory of the phone, has a large screen, expandable storage, clean and liquid software and enough power to use it for every day. It has a slightly weak camera, slow Wi-Fi and NFC, but battery life is absolutely phenomenal for a smartphone and improves on the Moto G7 in most departments - screen,
design, storage. If you're shopping on a budget: The Moto G8 Power is a class-leading affordable phone. Moto G8 Power Review: The boss of a large batteryPung-moss Samsung Galaxy Note 20squirrel_widget_327477Samsung had two devices with a Note 20, an Ultra - with a large camera and glass back - and a simple Note 20 that
has a plastic rear and a more sensible camera offering, resulting in a better overall device. The Note 20 has a lot of power and performance, a decent camera and an excellent display - but these are really the S Pen skills you'll buy this phone for. Samsung Galaxy Note 20 review: Is the smaller Note the bigger winner? Pocket-lintXiaomi
Redmi Note 9squirrel_widget_261834The Xiaomi Redmi Note 9 offers a lot for your money, with impressive hardware, design and power that leaves many rivals in the dust. The camera system is probably a little resold, the speaker does not deliver the best sound quality, and the software brings a lot of swelling. The Redmi Note 9 offers a
premium design, along with great battery life, lots of power and excellent value for money. Redmi Note 9 review: A new affordable champion? Chris Hall wrote. Our editors on their own test, and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review Here. We may receive commissions for purchases made from our chosen
links. Final verdict The Samsung Galaxy Note20 Ultra (see on Amazon) is the most powerful phone on this list, no matter what you plan to do. Whether it's productivity, gaming, or general media use, it won't disappoint you. For 5G connectivity without breaking the bank, we like the Google Pixel 4a 5G. It has pure software, great camera
capabilities and solid specs. Jesse Hollington has been testing and reviewing smartphones and smartphone accessories for more than a decade and has been using every smartphone and mobile platform from the early Palm, Symbian and Windows CE days to the modern age of Apple iPhones and the whole range of Android-based
phones from Google Nexus One to samsung's latest devices. Lance Ulanoff is a 30-plus-year veteran and award-winning journalist who has covered technology because computers are the size of suitcases and on line means waiting. Lance previously served as a columnist for Medium, mashable editor-in-chief and editor-in-chief of
PCMag.com. Andrew Hayward is the Chicago writer who has covered technology and video games since 2006. Its areas of competence include smartphones, wearables, smart home devices, video games and esports. He reviewed the Pixel 5 and Pixel 5a 5G, praised his excellent camera performance and clean software. It also
reviewed the powerful Note20 Ultra. Ajay Kumar is technical editor at LifeWire. With decades of experience in consumer electronics, it was published on PCMag, where he reviewed hundreds of phones, tablets and other mobile devices. Choosing a new smartphone today is not as simple as deciding between Apple's iPhones or an
Android phone. If you choose the latter, keep in mind that the starting point: there is a huge amount of phones that run an Android operating system, and they differ in style, power, capabilities, manufacturer and much more. While this may seem daunting, it's actually very nice. Competition has driven quality and led to a very wide range of
price ranges, with low-cost entry-level phones scaled to super phones that have more top technology than anyone would need. If all you care about is making calls and sending texts, then you don't have to spend mint on a new smartphone. On the other hand, if you want DSLR-quality photos, incredibly crisp display and smooth 3D
gameplay, then you'll have to pay for these benefits. Only a small study can pay off. While all current Android phones offer the same kind of basic functionality, small differences between them can significantly affect the way you use your phone every day. Here's a look at all the key considerations to keep in mind as you explore a new
Android smartphone, as well as a list of the biggest Android manufacturers Each Android phone is a fusion of different components, components, and tipping, so you'll want to make sure you get as much of your mandatory ones as you can. Here's what to look for: Every Android phone has a screen, but some are much better than others -
and some are much bigger than others. What used to be considered a big phone, or phablet just a few years ago, is at the more compact end of scale today as screens just keep getting bigger. Today, a premium Android flagship phone will typically have a screen that's 6 inches or larger diagonally, such as a 6.2-inch display on a
Samsung Galaxy S20 or a 6.55-inch screen on the OnePlus 7T. Compact smartphones aren't usually much smaller than that: it's rare to see a brand-name Android phone with a screen less than 5.5 inches today. That said, these phones are higher than in the past thanks to the proportions of 18:9 or even 20: 9, so that phones avoid
feeling too wide in your hand. Even so, larger screen phones can be difficult to control with one hand. If possible, take your hands on a phone before buying it. Beyond size, your next biggest consideration is screen resolution. Higher is better: many phones choose a 1080p resolution, and the OnePlus 7T resolution of 1080x2400 means
there are almost 2.6 million pixels in this pocket display. That's very crunchy. Some more expensive phones go even higher to 1440p (or Quad HD) resolution, and a few even opt for 1920p (4K Ultra HD). On such a small screen, however, you're unlikely to see much of the advantage of a 4K display. On the other hand, some cheaper
phones have 720p lower resolution panels, where text and graphics tend to look fuzzy. Some more expensive phones offer higher screen refresh rates of 90Hz or 120Hz (60Hz is standard), meaning menus and animations look smoother, especially important for games. Also, phones with OLED or AMOLED displays tend to have bolder
contrast and deeper levels of black, while LCD panels don't usually look quite sparing. In addition, some phones always offer on screens, which means you'll see details like time, battery life, and incoming notifications on an otherwise black screen when they're not actively in use. The Samsung Galaxy Note10Plus runs Netflix, which
guides the camera opening. LifeWire/Lance Ulanoff While not always right, it's usually true that the more you spend on a new smartphone, the more processing power you'll get. Qualcomm's Snapdragon processors are used in most of the best phones these days, and the Snapdragon 800 series is usually what you'll find in expensive
flagship phones. Right now in 2020, the tip of the line is the Snapdragon 865 chip, although some of the 2019 stuck with a Snapdragon 855 or slightly improved Snapdragon 855+. Less powerful mid-range phones use Snapdragon 600 processors 700 series, while budget phones are likely to use Snapdragon 400 processors. Some
manufacturers use lower power mediatek chips, which are usually (c) budget phones. Samsung's own Exynos processors aren't used much in North America, but several of its lower-priced phones manage them, while Huawei uses kirin chips of its own. A powerful processor paired with a solid amount of RAM (usually 4GB or more) and a
quality graphics processor (GPU) will usually lead to a phone that feels more frightening in everyday use, can switch between multiple applications with ease, and can run visually impressive games without stillness. Every step down from the flagship to the middle range and ultimately the budget range tends to lead to slower feelings
phones that are less able to run top games. As with cpu power, you'll usually get better cameras the more you spend on a phone. Leading Android phones today often pack several cameras with different capabilities. For example, the Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra has four rear cameras: a 108-megapixel standard wide-angle camera, a 48-
megapixel telephoto camera for enlarged photos, an ultra wide-angle camera with 16 megapixels that pulls back for horizontal and group photo shots, and a DepthVision sensor that captures distance data to improve results. Between these four cameras, the Galaxy S20 Ultra can produce a 10x hybrid optical zoom with clear results and
up to 100x Super Resolution Zoom, which grabs many fuzzy, long shots. This is the ultimate example and it is an incredibly expensive phone. However, most of today's big flagship phones have two or three cameras, and even mid-range phones give you between two and four cameras. However, mid-range phones are less likely to
achieve excellent results, and budget phones typically give affordable results at best. Google's Pixel 3a and Pixel 3a phones are an interesting exception, as they essentially carry the excellent single camera from the flagship Pixel 3 phone into a mid-range body. Today's Android phones come with a front-facing camera for autoports, and
sometimes with more than one – you might get a wider-angle camera for group photos. These cameras are sometimes a little boiling at the top of the screen or in a perforation silhouette near the top of the screen, or perhaps only in the black bar of the panel above the screen. Several phones, such as the OnePlus 7 Pro, even have a
motorized selfie camera that appears from the top of your phone when you're charging the camera app. All Android phones work Android ... obviously, isn't it? While true, there are different versions of Android. More importantly, each hardware manufacturer puts its own stamp on the operating system and thus the interface can look or act
a little differently as a result. Again, it's well worth getting practically with an Android phone before you buy it, just to make sure you like the feel and flow of Interface. Google's Pixel phones work with the cleanest and latest versions of Android, as Google is the main android developer and its services are considered extremely important for
the experience. Android 10 is android version, although many current phones still run the previous Android 9 Pie ... or maybe even outdated Android 8 Oreo. Each manufacturer must release their own updates to their skind version of Android, so it can take many months for it to be updated after Google releases its new major version.
Almost every smartphone you buy today is equipped to give you a solid full day of continuous operation, from the moment you wake up when you turn it back on before bed. Some phones will give you even more, like the Motorola Moto G7 Power, which can wisely give you two full days between charges. Not every phone fits its claims: for
example, we found that Google's PIXEL XL has struggled to last all day, with all default features enabled. Many of the best phones offer wireless charging capabilities in addition to wired charging, which means you can put the glass back on the phone on a wireless charging pad to charge the internal battery. Usually the process is slower,
but it is also very convenient. Some phones also offer a feature called back wireless charging, which means you can put another wirelessly charged phone on the back to share some of the battery life. Some accessories, such as headphone cases, can also be charged on the back of these phones. Keep in mind that removable batteries
are extremely rare in today's smartphones. One rare example that is available for purchase in North America is a budget friendly Nokia 2.2. The new Google Pixel 4. Lifewire/Lance Ulanoff The size of the internal storage available on your phone determines how many apps and files you can carry with you. Many higher-end phones start at
about 128GB of internal memory, which is a fairly significant amount to play with. There may be higher-capacity versions for more money, such as 256GB or 512GB, if you plan to carry a lot of local music or video files, or you want to download a bunch of mobile games. Cheaper phones can only come with 32GB or 64GB of internal
storage, but it limits the amount of data you can carry. Fortunately, many phones allow you to expand your storage with small microSD memory cards that are quite affordable and easy to come by. However, some phones do not allow external storage, such as OnePlus and Google Pixel phones. Today you will find a fingerprint sensor on
almost any Android smartphone, but some of them are not immediately visible. Most are located on the back, where the pointer usually rests, but some are placed in the power button on the right side of the phone. However, some higher-end phones, such as the Samsung Galaxy Note 10 and OnePlus 7 Pro, place their fingerprint sensors
on the screen itself. They are not always as fast and reliable as Sensors. Samsung's ultrasonic sensors on its expensive Galaxy phones are little noticeable in finger recognition to unlock the phone, while the optical sensors seen in the OnePlus OnePlus for example, are quite fast. Many phones also offer facial unlock capabilities, but if
they have a standard 2D front camera, it's not a very secure system – it can be easily fooled by an attacker. Google's Pixel 4 phones, on the other hand, have iPhone-like 3D facial scanning hardware that is more accurate and secure than regular 2D cameras. Some phones also offer an extra layer of security that allows you to remotely
delete data from them if they are lost or stolen. Not every phone is compatible with any mobile service, so if you buy a phone online or otherwise not directly from your phone operator, make sure it works. AT&T and T-Mobile use GSM technology for their service, while Verizon and Sprint rely on CDMA technology. Some phones are
unlocked and can be compatible with both cell bands, while others are specific to certain operators or bands. Also, only some phones are compatible with a higher speed 5G cellular service, which is still quite a new feature. More and more phones will support 5G in the coming months as it gradually replaces 4G LTE as a cellular standard,
and carriers are constantly expanding their respective service cards so you can access 5G speeds in more places. The 3.5mm headphone port looks like a very standard feature, but more and more high-end phones have missed the feature in recent years - the Galaxy S20, Pixel 4 and OnePlus 7T don't have a headphone port. Your
choice, then, is to use wireless Bluetooth headphones or use a USB-C-up-3.5mm dongle adapter that may or may not come with your phone. Curiously, it's the cheaper mid-range and economical phones that usually still keep the classic headphone port intact. This is the strange example of paying less and getting more into the phone
world. Most smartphones have the familiar plate design with a large touchscreen display, but lately we've seen more experiments with folding smartphones. Samsung Galaxy Z Flip and the new Motorola Razr are modern smartphones that overflow the classic flip phone design, while the Samsung Galaxy Fold has a small external screen
and a 7.3in display on the inside. All these phones are significantly more expensive than typical smartphones, so you'll pay extra for outside the usual, experimental design. Samsung Galaxy Note10+ and Note10. Lifewire/Lance Ulanoff Many different companies make Android-powered devices, but when it comes to quality smartphones in
2020, these are the brands you need to know: Samsung: Samsung is the most popular Android manufacturer in Western markets, and is well known for its Galaxy line of smartphones and a suite of connected apps. The Galaxy S20 is currently the company's main flagship phone, with larger versions of the Galaxy S20+ and Galaxy S20
Ultra. The company also makes The Note 10, which comes with a pop-up style. Samsung also has mid-range phones, such as the Galaxy A50, and makes experimental phones such as Galaxies and Galaxy Z reversal. Google: Google is the main company behind Android itself and is a manufacturer of the various Pixel phones. To that
end, the Pixel 4 and Pixel 4 XL are the leading phones, while last year's Pixel 3a and Pixel 3a XL are alternatives to lower prices made with plastic and less powerful processors. Pixel phones provide the cleanest, cleanest experience with Android, while other manufacturers also tweak their skin versions of Android. OnePlus: OnePlus has
emerged as a manufacturer of budget flagship phones, i.e. mobile phones that are as powerful as more expensive models but can trim several features or components to save hundreds of dollars. Currently, the OnePlus 7T is the company's main phone, while the most expensive OnePlus 7 Pro has a higher-resolution screen, along with a
motorized selfie camera that pops up from the top of the phone when needed. Motorola: Motorola has been around for centuries, but lately it has focused almost entirely on budget and mid-range phones. Its Moto G phones are usually reliable low-quality phones, while the different Models of Motorola One mid-range have different styles
and tips between them. Motorola has also made several Moto Z mobile phones with magnetic, snapp accessories, and razr's new foldable smartphone is a nostalgic return to its classic phone. Sony: Sony's late-night phones have embraced super-high 21:9 displays. The Xperia 1 (with a 4K resolution screen) and slightly smaller Xperia 5s
are expensive flagship phones, while the Xperia 10 is a budget-friendly alternative. LG: LG's latest phones have embraced a variety of tricks to try to stand out, including the LG G8X ThinQ, which has a detachable full-length second screen, and the LG G8 ThinQ with its mismatched Air Motion gestures. LG also makes budget-priced
phones, including the LG Stylo 5 stylus-packing. Nokia: Once an exclusive manufacturer of Windows phones, Nokia already makes various Android phones, most of which are budget and middle-class models. Nokia 7.1, Nokia 6.1 and Nokia 4.2 are included in our list of the best smartphones with a budget of under $300 in 2020. Huawei:
Huawei produces high-end phones like the P40 Pro and Mate 30 Pro, which have impressive multicamer, along with budget mobile phones under honor's brand. However, due to problems with the US government, Huawei's new phones can no longer have Google services and apps (including the Google Play Store to download apps) and
are not widely available in the US. Any Android phone on the market can perform basic tasks of making calls, sending messages and emails, browsing the internet, and playing apps and games, but there is a wide gap in quality and capabilities between them. More expensive phones typically pack on better screens, improved performance
and but we do not recommend throwing money into a lavish phone without doing some read reviews and ideally get time to see if you like the feeling and experience of using the phone. For many users, a high-quality mid-range phone, such as the Google Pixel 3a, Samsung Galaxy A50 or Motorola Moto G7, can satisfy your needs. You'll
need to assess whether features like extra power, shinier screens and improved camera capabilities are really worth spending extra. Be sure to consult our ever-updated list of the best Android smartphones above and make sure to review the latest and greatest. Great.
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